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57 w ABSTRACT 

A dispenser such as may be needed in conjunction 
with machines for vending canned food items (e.g., 
hot cans of soup) to dispense bowls (e.g., paper or 
plastic bowls) for holding the items. It holds two 
stacks of bowls, with each bowl in each stack nested in 
the next bowl below. A stack support is reciprocable 
between a first position holding up a first of the two 
stacks at the bottom and clear of the second stack, 
and a second position holding up the second stack and 
clear of the first. A first pair of wedging fingers is 
movable with the stack support for entry between the 
rim of the bottom bowl of the first stack and the next 
bowl above when the stack support moves from its 
first to its second position to wedge the bottom bowl 
away from the next bowl above and insure its drop 
ping away from the first stack, which is then held up 
by these first wedging fingers. A second pair of wedg 
ing fingers is movable with the stack support for entry 
between the rim of the bottom bowl of the second 
stack and the next bowl above when the stack support 
moves from its second to its first position to wedge 
this bottom bowl away from the next bowl above and 
insure its dropping away from the second stack, which 
is then held up by these second wedging fingers. 

4. Claims, 8 Drawing Figures 
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3,795,344 
BOWL OR CUP DESPENSER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to apparatus for dispensing re 
ceptacles, and more particularly to a dispenser for 
paper or plastic bowls or cups such as are used in vend 
ing operations. 

In conjunction with the vending of certain food prod 
ucts, e.g., hot cans of soup, it is customary to supply 
paper or plastic bowls to the vendees to hold the prod 
uct from the can. This invention is especially directed 
to a dispenser for such bowls for use as a companion to 
a hot can vendor, the dispenser either being operable 
free and at will to obtain a bowl, or controlled by the 
can vendor to dispense a bowl only on vending of a can. 
While the invention is so directed and is so described 
hereinafter, it will be understood that its principles are 
equally applicable to the dispensing of paper or plastic 
cups as well as bowls, or other receptacles. 
The dispenser of this invention is especially struc 

tured for the dispensing of bowls, cups or other recep 
tacles of the type which have an outwardly extending 
annular rim all around their open upper ends, and 
which are of inverted frustoconical form for nesting 
and supplied in stacks in which each receptacle is 
nested in the next receptacle below. Reference may be 
made to such U.S. Pat. Nos. as 1,028,458, 1963,621, 
2,669,498, 2,747,782 and 2,834,511 as illustrative of 
dispensers in the same general field as this invention for 
dispensing such receptacles (cups). 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Among the several objects of this invention may be 
noted the provision of improved apparatus for dispens 
ing receptacles such as above described from a stack in 
which each receptacle is nested in the next receptacle 
below by releasing the bottom receptacle of the stack 
to drop away from the stack; the provision of such ap 
paratus in which the bottom receptacle of the stack is 
positively separated or "de-nested' from the next re 
ceptacle above to insure that it will drop away by grav 
ity from the stack; the provision of such apparatus 
which is readily adapted to handle receptacles of differ 
ent sizes, i.e., different mouth end diameters and/or dif 
ferent heights; the provision of such apparatus adapted 
to dispense alternately from two stacks of receptacles, 
for higher capacity; and the provision of such apparatus 
which is of economical construction, readily main 
tained, and reliable in operation. 

In general, apparatus of this invention comprises pri 
mary means on which the bottom of the bottom recep 
tacle of the stack may bear for supporting the stack, 
and means mounting this primary stack supporting 
means for movement between a stack-supporting posi 
tion in register with the stack and a dispensing position 
clear of the bottom receptacle of the stack enabling the 
bottom receptacle to drop away from the stack for 
being dispensed. Auxiliary means is movable with the 
primary stack-supporting means offset therefrom and 
spaced thereabove for entry between the rim of the 
bottom receptacle and the rim of the next receptacle 
above when the primary stack-supporting means moves 
from its stack-supporting position to its dispensing posi 
tion for holding up the stack while the bottom recepta 
cle drops away, this auxiliary means being retracted 
from under the rim of said next receptacle when the 
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2 
primary stack-supporting means moves to its stack 
supporting position releasing the stack to bear on the 
primary stack-supporting means. 
Other objects and features will be in part apparent 

and in part pointed out hereinafter. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. is a side elevation of a dispenser of this inven 
tion; 
FIG. 2 is a front elevation of the dispenser; 
FIG. 3 is a horizontal section on line 3-3 of FIG. 

showing two stacks of receptacles in the dispenser; 
FIG. 4 is a vertical longitudinal section of certain dis 

pensing mechanism of the dispenser for dispensing the 
lowermost receptacles of the stacks, on a larger scale 
than FIGS. B-3; 
FIG. 5 is a horizontal section on line 5-5 of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is a view similar to FIG. 4 showing a moved 

position of parts; and 
FIGS. 7 and 8 are vertical transverse sections on lines 

7-7 and 8-8, respectively, of FIG. 4. 
Corresponding reference characters indicate corre 

sponding parts throughout the several views of the 
drawings. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODEMENT 

Referring to the drawings, there is generally indi 
cated at A apparatus of this invention for dispensing re 
ceptacles from two stacks S1 and S2 of the receptacles, 
one behind the other. As shown the receptacles are 
paper or plastic bowls B such as are conventionally sup 
plied for purchasers of cans of food items from vending 
machines, e.g., hot cans of soup. Each bo'l B is of in 
verted frustoconical form, tapering from a maximum 
diameter at the top to a minimum diameter at the bot 
tom, for nesting of the bowls one within another, and 
each has an outwardly projecting annular rim R all 
around its top. In each of the stacks S1 and S2, each 
bowl (except the bottom bowl of the stack, of course) 
is nested in the next bowl below. 
The dispensing apparatus comprises primary means 

1 on which the bottom of the bottom bowl of either 
stack may bear for supporting the stack, and means in 
dicated generally at 3 mounting the primary stack 
supporting means 1 for movement between a stack 
supporting position in register with the stack and a dis 
pensing position clear of the bottom receptacle of the 
stack enabling the bottom receptacle to drop away 
from the stack for being dispensed. With regard to 
stack S1, auxiliary means indicated generally at W1 is 
provided movable with the primary stack-supporting 
means offset therefrom and spaced thereabove for 
entry between the rim R of the bottom receptacle, 
which is specially designated B1, and the rim R of the 
next receptacle above, which is specially designated 
B2, when the primary stack-supporting means 1 moves 
from its stack-supporting position to its dispensing posi 
tion for holding up the stack S1 while the bottom re 
ceptacle B drops away. The auxiliary means W1 is 
subsequently retracted from under the rim R of said 
next receptacle B2 when the primary stack-supporting 
means moves back to its stack-supporting position, 
releasing the stack S1 to bear on the primary stack 
supporting means 1, the said receptacle B2 then be 
coming the bottom receptacle B of stack S1. Similar 
auxiliary means W2 is provided for stack S2; the pri 
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mary stack-supporting means is common to both 
stacks. 
More particularly, the dispensing apparatus A may 

be carried on the back of a panel 5 for being mounted 
between a vendor such as a hot can vendor and an adja 
cent vendor in a bank of vendors at the front thereof, 
this panel 5 having a height corresponding to that of the 
vendors. The apparatus A comprises a carriage gener 
ally designated 7 carrying the primary means , and the 
auxiliary means W. and W2. The mounting means 3, 
which supports and guides the carriage for reciproca 
tion back and forth toward and away from the front 
panel 5, comprises an open rectangular frame extend 
ing horizontally rearward from the front panel 5, sup 
ported at the sides by gusset plates such as indicated at 
1 in FIG. I. This frame means 3 has side members 13 
constituted by angle bars arranged with their lower legs 
15 extending inwardly toward one another at opposite 
sides of the frame, a front end member 17 (at panel 5), 
and a platform 9 at its rear end spanning upward rear 
end extensions 21 of the vertical legs of the angle bars. 
At M is generally indicated a dual-stack magazine for 
holding the two stacks Si and S2 of receptacles, this 
magazine being secured in position above the frame 3. 
It has a partition 23 which extends up from the top of 
the frame 3 generally at the center of length of the 
frame in a vertical plane transverse to the length of the 
frame, dividing the magazine into a front column and 
a rear column for the front and rear stacks S1 and S2. 
A divider 25 (see particularly FIGS. 4,6 and 8) for the 
lower ends of the stacks is carried by the frame 3 below 
and in the plane of the partition 23. 
An angle bar 27 has one leg 29 arranged horizontally 

extending across the frame 3 secured at its ends to the 
bottom of legs 15 of side bars 13 of the frame adjacent 
the front end of the frame, and a similar angle bar 31 
has one leg 33 arranged horizontally extending across 
the frame secured at its ends to the bottom of legs 15 
of side bars 13 adjacent the rearward end of the frame. 
A slide plate 35 is guided for forward and rearward slid 
ing movement on top of leg 29 by means of screws 37 
extending up from leg 29 through elongate slots 39 in 
the plate 35 extending in front-to-rear (longitudinal) 
direction relative to the frame 3, with wing nuts 41 
threaded on the upper ends of the screws for clamping 
the plate 35 in longitudinally adjusted position on leg 
29. Similarly, a slide plate 45 is guided for forward and 
rearward sliding movement on top of leg 33 by means 
of screws 47 extending up from leg 33 through elongate 
slots 49 in the plate 45 extending longitudinally relative 
to the frame 3, with wing nuts 5A threaded on the upper 
ends of the screws 47 for clamping the plate 45 in longi 
tudinally adjusted position on leg 33. Plate 35 has a 
flange 53 at its rear end carrying a front stack retainer 
strip 55, and plate 45 has a flange 57 at its front end 
carrying a rear stack retainer strip 59. Strip 55 has a 
forwardly inclined upper end 61 and a slightly rear 
wardly inclined lower end 63, and strip 59 has a rear 
wardly inclined upper end 65 and a slightly forwardly 
inclined lower end 67. 

Strips 55 and 59 are centered between the inner 
edges of the horizontal legs 15 of side members 3 of 
the frame 3, and are relatively narrow in relation to the 
spacing of the side members 13. The front strip 55 in 
conjunction with partition 23 and divider 25 forms a 
receiver for the lower end of the front stack S, and the 
rear strip 59 in conjunction with partition 23 and di 
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vider 25 forms a receiver for the lower end of the rear 
stack S2. The stacks SA and S2 are housed in magazine 
M one behind the other. The magazine, supported as 
indicated at 69, has a lid 7 removable for placing 
stacks in the magazine. 
The carriage 7 comprises an open rectangular frame 

having horizontally positioned flat side bars each desig 
nated 73, a front end member 75, and a rear end mem 
ber 77 constituted by a channel spanning the side bars 
73 and positioned with its open side up. This channel 
constitutes a track for a roller 79 on the end of a crank 
arm 8 for reciprocating the carriage. This crank arm 
has a hub 83 mounted on the lower end of the output 
shaft 85 of an electric gearmotor 87 mounted on the 
platform 19, this shaft extending down through a hole 
89 in the platform 19. A limit switch indicated at 91 is 
actuated by pins 93 and 95 on the arm 81. 
The side bars 73 of the carriage 7 slide on buttons 97 

on the horizontal legs 15 of the side members 13 of the 
frame 3. Extending down from these side bars 73 are 
vertical carriage side plates or brackets 99 which carry 
the primary means 1. The latter is constituted by a hori 
zontal plate 10 constituting a stack-supporting plat 
form having vertical side flanges 103 with vertical ex 
tensions 105 at the corners thereof slidable up and 
down on the inside faces of the carriage side plates 99, 
with bolts 107 extending from the extensions 105 
through elongate vertical slots 109 in the carriage side 
plates 99 for guiding the platform 101 for vertical ad 
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111 threaded on the bolts 107 for holding the platform 
10 in vertically adjusted position for handling recepta 
cles of different heights, as will appear. The platform 
101 extends between the carriage side places 99 below 
the frame of carriage 7, being of generally hourglass 
shape as viewed in FIG. 5. The carriage is reciprocable 
through a stroke the length of which is determined by 
the throw of the roller 79 on crank arm 77, the arrange 
ment being such that with the carriage 7 at the forward 
end of its stroke, the platform 10 is located in a first 
stack-supporting position (FIG. 4) in the space be 
tween the planes of partition 23 and the front strip 55 
in register with the first stack S for supporting the lat 
ter, and, with the carriage at the rearward end of its 
stroke, the platform 101 is located in a second stack 
supporting position (FIG. 6) in the space between the 
planes of partition 23 and the rear strip 59 in register 
with the second stack S2 for supporting the latter. 
The first auxiliary means W1 comprises a pair of fin 

gers each designated 13 at opposite sides of the car 
riage 7 located at the level of the carriage frame above 
the platform 101 and offset forward from the latter 
(toward the right in FIGS. 4-6) positioned to enter be 
tween the rim R of the bottom receptacle B of the 
front stack Si and the rim of the next receptacle above 
in the front stack and to wedge these two receptacles 
apart to separate the bottom receptacle B1 from the 
next receptacle B2 above when the carriage is moved 
from the forward to the rearward end of its stroke. 
Each of these fingers, which may be molded of plastic, 
is of tapered form, having a relatively wide trailing end 
portion 5 and a relatively slender tapering leading 
end portion 117 with a straight upper edge 119 
throughout its length, this edge being inclined down 
ward from front to rear. Each finger has a horizontal 
flange 21 extending laterally outwardly therefrom 
bearing on the respective side bar 73 of the carriage. 
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This flange has a pair of elongate diagonal slots 123 
(see FIG. 5) angled in rearward direction from the out 
side in, with bolts 125 extending up from the side bars 
73 through these slots and wing nuts 127 threaded on 
the upper ends of the bolts. Each finger 113 is adjust 
able in and out and longitudinally relative to its respec 
tive side bar 73 via the angled slots 123 and bolts 125 
and is adapted to be held in adjusted position by tight 
ening the wing nuts 127. Extending forward from the 
leading end of each finger 13 and offset laterally out 
wardly therefrom is a vertical flange 129 constituting a 
receptacle side guide. 
The second auxiliary means W2 is structured the 

same as the first auxiliary means W1, but oppositely ar 
ranged toward the rearward end of the carriage 7 with 
the fingers 113 of the means W2 positioned to enter be 
tween the rim R of the bottom receptacle B1 of the rear 
stack S2 and the rim of the next receptacle B2 above 
in the rear stack S2 and to wedge these two receptacles 
apart to separate the bottom receptacle from the next 
receptacle above when the carriage is moved from the 
rearward to the forward end of its stroke. The parts of 
means W2 are assigned the same reference numerals as 
the corresponding parts of means W1. 
The apparatus is set for dispensing receptacles (e.g., 

bowls) B of the desired size by adjusting platform 101 
vertically relative to the ends 117 of the fingers via 
bolts 107 and slots 109 to space the platform from the 
tips of the fingers a distance slightly greater than the re 
ceptacle height (see FIGS. 4 and 6). Also, fingers 113 
of both means W1 and W2 are adjusted laterally in 
wardly or outwardly (as needed) via slots 123 and bolts 
125 to space the inside faces of the two fingers 113 of 
each means W1 and W2 a distance appropriate to the 
receptacle diameter in the horizontal plane of the re 
ceptacle just below its rim R. When handling paper and 
thin plastic receptacles, which are flexible, it is pre 
ferred that this distance be somewhat less than the re 
ceptacle diameter in said plane, so that the fingers may 
squeeze in the sides of the receptacles. When handling 
rigid receptacles the distance would be slightly greater 
than the stated receptacle diameter, and less than the 
outside diameter of the rim. This lateral adjustment 
spaces the inside faces of the receptacle side guides 129 
a distance slightly greater than the outside diameter of 
the rim (see FIG. 5). It also effects a longitudinal ad 
justment of the fingers, due to the slots 123 being an 
gled, to position the tips of the fingers 113 closely adja 
cent the opposite sides of the receptacles so that each 
set of fingers comes under the rim of the respective re 
ceptacle B2 upon short travel of the carriage from its 
forward or its rearward position. In this regard, it will 
be observed from FIG. 5 that on adjusting the fingers 
113 of means W1 (the forward fingers) laterally out 
ward to handle larger receptacles, the tips of the fingers 
(at 117) are automatically adjusted longitudinally for 
ward to become properly located with respect to the 
larger receptacles. 
FIGS. 4 and 5 show the carriage 7 in its forward posi 

tion (i.e., at the right end of its stroke) with platform 
101 supporting stack S1 and the fingers 113 of means 
W2 supporting stack S2. The carriage is in this forward 
or first position by reason of crank arm 81 extending 
forward from shaft 85. The bottom of the bottom re 
ceptacle B1 of stack S1 bears on platform 101. The rim 
R of the receptacle at the lower end of the stack S2 
bears on the inclined upper edge 119 of the fingers 113 
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6 
of means W2, this receptacle and a number of recepta 
cles above it thereby occupying a slightly inclined posi 
tion (see FIG. 4). At 3 in FIGS. 1 and 2 is indicated 
a push button for actuating a switch (not shown) to en 
ergize the gearmotor 87. This may be under control of 
an adjacent hot can vendor, i.e., the motor circuit is not 
completed unless coin has been deposited in the hot 
can vendor for vending of a can. On energization of 
gearmotor 87, arm 81 is rotated through half a revolu 
tion, as determined by pin 95 actuating switch 9 to de 
energize the motor, to slide the carriage 7 rearward to 
its rearward position (i.e., at the left end of its stroke 
as viewed in FIG. 6). As the carriage slides rearward to 
its said rearward or second position, platform 101 trav 
els out from under the bottom receptacle B1 of stack 
S1 and moves into a position clear of this receptacle for 
dispensing the latter and in register with the second 
stack S2 for supporting the latter. Fingers 13 of means 
W1 wedge in between rim R of the bottom receptacle 
B of stack S1 and the rim of the next receptacle B2 
above so as to (a) wedge between these rims positively 
to separate the receptacle B1 from receptacle B2 so 
that B1 drops down and out (see FIG. 6) to a delivery 
pan 133 behind an access opening 135 in panel 5, and 
(b) hold up stack S1 while the carriage 7 is in its stated 
rearward (second) position. 
Also, as the carriage 7 slides rearward, fingers 13 of 

means W2 are retracted rearward from under the rim 
of the lower receptacle of the rear stack S2, and this 
stack then drops down and bears on the platform 101 
(which moves into registry with the stack S2 as shown 
in FIG. 6). The arrangement is such that platform 101 
comes under stack S2 before the latter is released to 
drop down off fingers 113 of means W2. 
On the next energization of motor 87 by actuation of 

button 131, arm 81 is rotated through another half rev 
olution, as determined by pin 93 actuating switch 9 to 
deenergize the motor, to slide the carriage 7 back for 
ward to its said forward (FIG. 4) position. As the car 
riage slides forward, platform 101 travels forward out 
from under the bottom receptacle B of the rear stack 
S2 and moves back into its position for supporting 
stack S1. Fingers 113 of means W2 wedge in between 
rims R of the bottom receptacle B1 and next receptacle 
B2 above of stack S2 so as to (a) wedge between these 
rims positively to separate these receptacles so that B1 
of S2 drops down and out (see FIG. 4) to the pan 133, 
and (b) hold up stack S2 while the carriage is in its 
stated forward (first) position. 
Thus, on successive rearward and forward strokes of 

the carriage 7, a receptacle is dispensed from the front 
and rear stacks S1 and S2, respectively. The dispensing 
is positive and reliable, with any tendency for jamming 
minimized by reason of the wedging action of the fin 
gers pushing the bottom receptacle down away from 
the next receptacle above and thereby de-nesting it so 
that it is free to drop. 

In view of the above, it will be seen that the several 
objects of the invention are achieved and other advan 
tageous results attained. 
As various changes could be made in the above con 

structions without departing from the scope of the in 
vention, it is intended that all matter contained in the 
above description or shown in the accompanying draw 
ings shall be interpreted as illustrative and not in a lim 
iting sense. 
What is claimed is: 
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1. Apparatus for dispensing receptacles, each having 
a rim, from a stack of the receptacles in which each re 
ceptacle is nested in the next receptacle below, com 
prising a carriage, primary means carried by the car 
riage on which the bottom of the bottom receptacle of 
the stack may bear for supporting the stack, means 
mounting said carriage and said primary stack 
supporting means for movement of the primary stack 
supporting means between a stack-supporting position 
in register with the stack and a dispensing position clear 
of the bottom receptacle of the stack enabling the bot 
tom receptacle to drop away from the stack for being 
dispensed, a pair of fingers movable with said carriage 
and primary stack-supporting means offset from and 
spaced above said primary stack-supporting means for 
entry between the rim of the bottom receptacle and the 
rim of the next receptacle above at opposite sides of the 
latter when the primary stack-supporting means moves 
from its stack-supporting position to its dispensing posi 
tion for holding up the stack while the bottom recepta 
cle drops away, said fingers being retracted from under 
the rim of said next receptacle when said primary 
stack-supporting means moves to its said stack 
supporting position releasing the stack to bear on said 
primary stack-supporting means, said fingers being 
wedge-shaped to wedge between the rim of the bottom 
receptacle and the next receptacle above to separate 
the bottom receptacle from the said next receptacle, 
means mounting said primary stack-supporting means 
on the carriage for vertical adjustment relative thereto 
and relative to said fingers for handling receptacles of 
different height, and means mounting said fingers on 
the carriage for adjustment laterally toward and away 
from each other and also longitudinally relative to the 
carriage for handling receptacles of different top diam 
eter. 

2. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein said car 
riage mounting means supports and guides the carriage 
for reciprocation back and forth between a first posi 
tion wherein the primary stack-supporting means is in 
its stack-supporting position and a second position 
wherein the primary stack-supporting means is in its 
dispensing position, said carriage being structured to 
permit the bottom receptacle to drop down away from 
the stack when the carriage moves to its said second 
position, and having means for reciprocating the car 
riage, and wherein said carriage comprises a pair of 
side members spaced apart a distance greater than the 
top diameter of the largest receptacle to be handled, 
said fingers being mounted for adjustment on said side 
members toward and away from one another laterally 
of the carriage and also longitudinally of the carriage 
for handling receptacles of different top diameter, said 
side members having brackets extending downwardly 
therefrom carrying said primary stack-supporting 
means extending laterally with respect to the carriage 
between said brackets, and said apparatus having 
means for vertical adjustment of said primary stack 
supporting means with respect to said brackets. 

3. Apparatus for dispensing receptacles, each having 
a rim, from two adjacent stacks of the receptacles, each 
receptacle in each of the two stacks being nested in the 
next receptacle below, comprising primary means on 
which the bottom of the bottom receptacle of either 
stack may bear for supporting the stack, means mount 
ing said primary stack-supporting means for movement 
between a first stack-supporting position in register 
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8 
with a first of the two stacks and clear of the second of 
the two stacks and a second stack-supporting position 
in register with the second stack and clear of the first 
stack, a first auxiliary means movable with said primary 
stack-supporting means offset therefrom and spaced 
thereabove and positioned relative thereto for entry be 
tween the rim of the bottom receptacle of the first stack 
and the rim of the next receptacle above when the pri 
mary stack-supporting means moves from its said first 
to its said second stack-supporting position for holding 
up the first stack while the bottom receptacle thereof 
drops away, and a second auxiliary means movable 
with said primary stack-supporting means oppositely 
offset therefrom and spaced thereabove and positioned 
relative thereto for entry between the rim of the bottom 
receptacle of the second stack and the rim of the next 
receptacle above when the primary stack-supporting 
means moves from its said second to its said first stack 
supporting position for holding up the second stack 
while the bottom receptacle thereof drops away, each 
auxiliary means comprising a pair of fingers positioned 
to enter between the rim of the bottom receptacle and 
the rim of the next receptacle above of the respective 
stack at opposite sides of the latter, the fingers of each 
auxiliary means being wedge-shaped and the two pairs 
of wedge-shaped fingers being oppositely directed to 
wedge between the rim of the bottom receptacle and 
the rim of the next receptacle above of the respective 
stack to separate the bottom receptacle from the said 
next receptacle, said apparatus having a carriage carry 
ing said primary stack-supporting means and said fin 
gers of each auxiliary means, said mounting means sup 
porting and guiding said carriage for movement to 
carry said primary means between its said first and sec 
ond stack-supporting positions, said primary stack 
supporting means being carried by the carriage for ver 
tical adjustment relative thereto and relative to the said 
fingers of the first and second auxiliary means for han 
dling receptacles of different height, the said fingers of 
each auxiliary means being carried by the carriage for 
adjustment toward and away from each other relative 
to the carriage for handling receptacles of different di 
arleter. 

4. Apparatus for dispensing receptacles, each having 
a rim, from two adjacent stacks of the receptacles, each 
receptacle in each of the two stacks being nested in the 
next receptacle below, comprising primary means on 
which the bottom of the bottom receptacle of either 
stack may bear for supporting the stack, means mount 
ing said primary stack-supporting means for movement 
between a first stack-supporting position in register 
with a first of the two stacks and clear of the second of 
the two strokes and a second stack-supporting position 
in register with the second stack and clear of the first 
stack, a first auxiliary means movable with said primary 
stack-supporting means offset therefrom and spaced 
thereabove and positioned relative thereto for entry be 
tween the rim of the bottom receptacle of the first stack 
and the rim of the next receptacle above when the pri 
mary stack-supporting means moves from its said first 
to its said second stack-supporting position for holding 
up the first stack while the bottom receptacle thereof 
drops away, and a second auxiliary means movable 
with said primary stack-supporting means oppositely 
offset therefrom and spaced thereabove and positioned 
relative thereto for entry between the rim of the bottom 
receptacle of the second stack and the rim of the next 
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receptacle above when the primary stack-supporting 
means moves from its said second to its said first stack 
supporting position for holding up the second stack 
while the bottom receptacle thereof drops away, each 
auxiliary means comprising a pair of fingers positioned 
to enter between the rim of the bottom receptacle and 
the rim of the next receptacle above of the respective 
stack at opposite sides of the latter, the fingers of each 
auxiliary means being wedge-shaped and the two pairs 
of wedge-shaped fingers being oppositely directed to 
wedge between the rim of the bottom receptacle and 
the rim of the next receptacle above of the respective 
stack to separate the bottom receptacle from the said 
next receptacle, said apparatus having a carriage carry 
ing said primary stack-supporting means and said fin 
gers of each auxiliary means, said mounting means sup 
porting and guiding said carriage for movement to 
carry said primary means between its said first and sec 
ond stack-supporting positions, said mounting means 
supporting and guiding the carriage for reciprocation 
back and forth between a first position wherein the pri 
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10 
mary stack-supporting means is in its first stack 
supporting position and a second position wherein the 
primary stack-supporting means is in its second stack 
supporting position, said carriage being structured to 
permit the bottom receptacle of either stack to drop 
down away from that stack when the carriage moves to 
its position for supporting the other stack, means for 
reciprocating the carriage, said carriage comprising a 
pair of side members spaced apart a distance greater 
than the top diameter of the largest receptacle to be 
handled, means mounting said fingers for adjustment 
on said side members toward and away from one an 
other laterally of the carriage and also longitudinally of 
the carriage for handling receptacles of different top 
diameter, said side members having brackets extending 
downwardly therefrom carrying said primary stack 
supporting means extending laterally with respect to 
the carriage between said brackets, and means for ver 
tical adjustment of said primary stack-supporting 
means with respect to said brackets. 
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